
 

 

10th July 2020 

Expat Academy Round-up 

This week has been super busy with our Virtual Boot camp. There have been some great discussions 

from the Essentials Course all the way through to the Intermediate course and our Network Huddles. 

On top of which, our #90DayChallenge Teams have got off to a flying start. A sharp reminder of how 

fantastic the Global Mobility community are at connecting and sharing. 

Current Challenges 

Expat Academy have run the Global Mobility Essentials course and the Global Mobility Policy course 

for a number of years. However, when preparing for this week’s course it was fascinating to see quite 

how much Global Mobility has changed as a result of this pandemic. Whilst no-one can predict the 

future and exactly how this will look, it was evident that much of the recent change is here to stay and 

Global Mobility functions will certainly be different going forward. For some, the pandemic has 

accelerated change, whilst for others the pandemic has shone the spotlight on Global Mobility and 

how essential it is in taking the business forward. In addition, in other discussions this week we heard: 

• More organisations are seeing an increase in requests for working from home cross borders. 

This has forced organisations to review the logistics and compliance risks and make a formal 

decision or adjustment to their working from home policy. There seems to be a wide range of 

approaches mainly driven by organisation size and / or industry type. 

• Some organisations are now reflecting on the savings from no international travel over the last 

few months and the impact this has had on reducing their carbon footprint. Going forward 

many are looking at how they can continue to work towards their sustainable development 

goals whilst still encouraging international collaboration. 

• With the re-emergence of lockdown in Beijing, China and Melbourne, Australia some 

organisations are ensuring their contingency plans are in place should there be a more global 

second wave. 

• Whilst Global Mobility are looking at strategies to relaunch their mobile population it is quite 

clear that, for a number of organisations, there is no intention for them to return to the office 

just yet, with a number confirming the working from home arrangements are highly likely to 

continue to the Autumn or for the remainder of 2020. Some organisations envisage the office 

as more of a collaborative workspace in the future when required, with many still continuing 

to work from home on day to day activities after the pandemic restrictions have lifted. 

Immigration  

It is quite clear that the European Council recommendations regarding border opening have been 

divisive amongst European countries with some countries applying the recommendations in full and 

others making little change if any. All of which makes it harder for businesses to return to ‘business as 

usual’ or, as it frequently described, the ‘New Normal’! 

To further complicate matters, several countries are only offering air bridges or travel bubbles with 

those countries agreeing to offer reciprocal arrangements. With reciprocal agreement being either 



 

 

flatly refused or still under negotiation this has also made it unclear for organisations as they plan 

their recovery strategies. 

It is worth remembering that some immigration concessions are due to end this month. For example, 

as it stands currently, the U.K. is not looking to automatically extend any visas beyond the 31st July 

2020 for those that had previously been unable to leave the UK because of travel restrictions or self-

isolation related to coronavirus (COVID-19). 

Melbourne, Australia has seen a return to Stage 3 lockdown this week for six weeks after Victoria 

recorded 191 new cases of Covid-19, the largest number of positive cases since the pandemic began. 

The border between New South Wales and Victoria has been closed and the 55 border crossings 

between the two states are now patrolled by 650 police officers. 

Whilst business travel has remained restricted or banned for the majority of employees, those that are 

able to travel have found that some countries are not operating their e-gates at Arrivals which has led, 

in some cases, to unforeseen delays. 

For the latest travel and immigration updates from around the globe, our Network Sponsors, Newland 

Chase, publish a guide that is updated regularly each day and can be found here. 

Huddles 

The observant will have seen us sneak an extra Huddle onto the Events Calendar this year.  A chance 

to rub shoulders with, and learn from, a combined network and a broader circle of technical partners 

– with some group meditation too!  As ever, a myriad of perspectives from different companies across 

various industries but now a comparison between those with smaller versus larger assignee 

programmes together with an array of operating models and budgets.  According to Reed’s Law, every 

new person on a network doubles its value, so the ideas and benchmarking possibilities open to you, 

not to mention the size of your address book, have literally just exploded! To read more about the 

highlights click here. 

Tax 

With tax concessions looking to end in the new future organisations are reviewing their displaced 

employee population and beginning to make arrangements for their return to the country of 

employment. However, with an increase in requests to continue with current agile working 

arrangements, it is clear organisations and Global Mobility will need to fully understand the 

compliance impact before agreeing to such arrangements on a long-term basis. Next week Andy Kelly 

from BDO will be providing the latest in the series of Covid-19 related tax updates. The topics will 

include: 

• the anticipated release by HMRC of an FAQ document regarding globally mobile employees 

and tax / social security issues in light of Covid-19. 

• summary of the key measures announced in the Chancellor’s Fiscal Statement on July 8th. 

• information on possible plans for Brexit including ‘new’ social security rules with the EU. 

• the upcoming UK Short Term Business Visitor submission deadline. 

To find out the latest and have the opportunity to ask questions please register your place here. 

https://blog.newlandchase.com/covid-19-latest-travel-and-immigration-disruptions
https://www.expat-academy.com/double-network-infinite-value/
https://www.expat-academy.com/events/
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Myrianthe has more than 15 years’ experience in the Global Mobility industry, both 

in house and as a provider across a variety of industries, from Banking through to Oil 

& Gas. Myrianthe aims to bring her Global Mobility knowledge and experience to 

ensure great content virtually and at the training sessions, Bite Size briefings, 

Huddles, Super Huddles and Conference. 


